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Item # Description               Pack  Handle  

PR600FG 6# DF Sledge hammer; fiberglass handle     4    70-057 

PR800FG 8# DF Sledge hammer; fiberglass handle   4    70-057 

PR1000FG 10# DF Sledge hammer; fiberglass handle   4    70-057 

PR1200FG 12# DF Sledge hammer; fiberglass handle   4    70-057 

PR1600FG 16# DF Sledge hammer; fiberglass handle        2    70-057 

***DF = double face 

Tool handle lengths listed are for general reference.  For example, a 60P36C refers to a six-
pound pickhead axe with 36” curved hickory handle.  Since assembly requires at least one trim 
when handle is inserted into tool head, the overall finished length is always less than listed 
length.  The amount removed varies from tool to tool, and no two wooden handles are exactly 
alike dimensionally.   This is the nature of organic material.  Fiberglass handles are assembled 
differently but could also be slightly shorter than the listed length depending on assembly 
methodology.  Finished tools are therefore shorter in OAL (overall length) than the descriptor.   
This is accepted industry practice as it is the most logical way to describe product.                               

 

Soft-Face Sledge Hammers 
Soft-face sledges are the same as our standard sledges but are not heat treated.  These 
hammers are designed to be used to strike other hardened metals.   

Item # Description                 Pack   Handle  

60DFSO 6# Soft-Faced Sledge hammer; 36” wooden handle        48      70-025 

80DFSO 8# Soft-Faced Sledge hammer; 36” wooden handle       48      70-025 

120DFSO 12# Soft-Faced Sledge hammer; 36” wooden handle     48      70-025 

160DFSO 16# Soft-Faced Sledge hammer; 36” wooden handle      48      70-025 
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